
Our M365 security service includes:

M365 design Workshop

The workshop will help customers develop and 

understand the core design and configuration 

concepts required for a secure M365 

environment.

We will collaborate with your teams to define 

and document your security requirements and 

develop a roadmap for implementation and 

deployment. 

We will look to develop “quick wins” to 

immediately improve your security, and will 

identify additional advanced security topics that 

can add significant future value, inserting them 

into the roadmap at the appropriate stage.

The will cover a number of areas, including: 

• Governance

• M365 Security Center 
• M365 Defender
• Cloud App Security
• Multi Factor Authentication 
• Data at Rest & Data in Motion Encryption 
• Key Management & HSMs
• Data Leakage Prevention
• Microsoft Information Protection
• Compliance Manager

Additional Services:

Our service includes the following options:

• Workplace Managed Services, that include 

the management and operation of 

Microsoft security products and tools

• Appropriate licence consulting (SAM) and 

licence sales

• Additional consolidation, automation and 

integration services to help you optimise 

your investment in M365

• Support to procure, design, integrate and 

operate additional security tooling 

complimentary to M365 security 

Protect your organisation and users

With our help your can provide your organisation and 

employees with a complete, intelligent, scalable and secure 

M365 solution that is fully integrated into existing security 

controls.

Make Digital Work

Rooted in core European countries, Computacenter combines 

global reach with local expertise. We have been delivering 

managed workplace services for over 30 years and currently 

support workplace for our customers in over 70 countries. A 

key element of the services is making them secure.

Benefit from Managed Services

We not only offer to set up and secure your M365 

environment, we also operate it for you. With our Basic, Add-

on and Advanced Service offerings, we can manage and 

maintain your secure workplace, leaving you free to 

concentrate on strategy and compliance. 

A long term Microsoft Partner

Computacenter is a long-standing partner of Microsoft and 

has been offering services for the introduction, use, operation 

and maintenance of Microsoft products for many years. Our 

experts regularly engage with Microsoft, which enables us 

gain insight and knowledge across the latest Microsoft 

offerings, optimising the support we offer our customers. 

With Computacenter, you can…

Talk to us now email us at SecurityEnquiries@computacenter.com

M365 Security Consultancy from Computacenter

Security is a core component of the modern workplace and as 

such, it is increasingly important to consider how to balance a 

positive user experience with the security of the environment. 

With our M635 security consultancy services we use our 

knowledge and experience to equip your business with skills 

needed to configure your M365 security, and the insight to

close any gaps with additional security solutions whilst 

ensuring that user experience is not impacted. 
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